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Executive summary

Private Equity Perspectives
Global PE dealmaking, according to PitchBook, is certainly down from
pre-COVID-19 pandemic levels. And while Q3 data emerges and PE
dealmakers remain uncertain on turnaround timing, they are active in
pursuing novel ways to deliver investor returns.
Providing debt financing, participating in PIPEs, and contributing to SPACs are
ways PE firms are providing investor opportunities to participate in public company
investments. PE fund managers continue to look for investments in sectors such
as healthcare and IT that have been less affected by the pandemic. Many seek
investments in sub sectors like home fitness, media and consumer that have
actually benefitted from the pandemic. PE fund managers have been backing off
on debt in lieu of equity, keeping portfolio company capital structures less rigid for
the road ahead in 2021. Given the focus on flexibility, dealmakers are also adapting
their approaches to due diligence.
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PE Dealmakers, according to a Datasite survey of 507 global PE
professionals, share their perspectives on due diligence – the most
important yet time-consuming aspect of dealmaking. What emerges are
ways that dealmakers are leveraging new and emerging technologies to
speed due diligence today and invest wisely for tomorrow.
Dealmakers point to AI/machine learning, and integrated analytics as technologies
that place them on a path to shrink due diligence from 3-6 months today to 1 month
in 2025. ESG and privacy regulations compliance looms larger in due diligence
today as does the need to unearth target cyber security risks. This study also shares
how greater due diligence efficiencies are had by investing in buy-side optimized
platforms vs. using sell-side provided tools that are not designed to support buy-side
workflow. PE dealmakers will drive higher ROI by investing in platforms that extend
beyond due diligence to support a more complete PE lifecycle.
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Analysis

Global PE deal activity
Uncertainties remain

Private equity enjoyed a bullish run during 2018 and 2019 as the industry’s level of
dealmaking exceeded even the heady days of 2006 and 2007.
COVID-19 has disrupted the strong momentum PE carried into the beginning of 2020,
causing deal volume to plunge. While many businesses and investors have adapted to the
pandemic to some degree, they also recognize that significant uncertainties remain.
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2020 Q3 – Slow return to a new normal

Near-final Q3 figures hint at this unsettled state of affairs. Dealmakers, while not overly
optimistic, are still looking to remain active.
PitchBook estimates a significant overall decline in dealmaking that will nonetheless
plateau at a healthier level than the declines of 2008 and 2009.
In this chaotic environment, PE firms are using novel tactics to ensure their portfolio
companies remain healthy, such as providing credit lines, engaging in PIPEs, and
contributing to special acquisition purpose companies in order to capitalize on
opportunities to buy publicly listed companies.
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Some losses are likely to continue, as not every business will survive the material
impact of the pandemic — as has been the case with many restaurant chains — but
overall, PE firms still retain sufficient arsenals of capital and tactics to carry them through
a sustained period of economic distress. Based on returns data through the end of 2019,
global PE dry powder stood at just over $1.1 trillion, a titanic sum.
It is important to note that in terms of any lending pullback, the increased growth in
private debt providers as well as of the huge reserve of dry powder will also provide
substantial support to middle-market businesses struggling through the crisis. PE firms
could benefit as well, especially those that are large enough to have developed debt
strategies and dedicated vehicles of their own.
All in all, navigation through the crisis will require considerable skill and effort on the part
of PE fund managers; however, extant industry and business dynamics should provide
them with plenty of opportunities to achieve some measure of stability.
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Key trends

Caution has been the byword in the PE environment thus far in 2020, as has been
showcased in trends across region, sector, and size.

Region

By volume, North America has retained the largest portion of PE activity in 2020 to
date, owing in some part to the timing of the pandemic’s spread as well as investors’
preference for overall familiarity when due diligence shifted to remote.
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Sector

PE’s push into software has been noted frequently over the past several years, yet
that sector and financial services have seen the least-steep declines in volume
relative to 2019. Moreover, IT has already recorded $157.4 billion in aggregate deal
value. Investors are clearly setting their sights on distressed middle-market software
businesses, as well as going all-in on the digitization of multiple workflows.
Moreover, established sector-focused PE firms are also scooping up enterprises
whose prices have been temporarily depressed, opting to conduct turnarounds.
However, given that most PE firms have neither the requisite sector expertise nor the
resources, these occasions are likely to be few and far between, which will contribute
to diminished deal flow.
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Size

Even some months into the pandemic, anecdata indicated that deals in
progress – even large ones – were still proceeding. Given that $189 billion
worth of mega-transactions ($2.5 billion or above in size) closed by mid-September
in 2020, that would seem to be the case. However, the incidence of such deals
has suffered, with the tallies of all deals of $500 million or larger significantly off
2019’s pace. The proportion of small, sub-$25-million transactions resurged after
a clear trend toward the upper end of the market in a high-priced environment, as
multiple middle-market PE fund managers sourced amid increasingly distressed
smaller businesses.
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Size by Type

The median PE buyout size has surged in recent years, hitting a record of $114.2 million
in 2019 before reverting to a still massive $85.0 million in 2020 as of mid-September.
Massive reserves of dry powder have kept average transaction sizes quite high, however,
with the average buyout size holding steady at well over $600 million.
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Fund managers are also deploying more equity. Even as EV/EBITDA buyout
multiples contracted slightly to 10.0x through mid-September 2020, equity/EBITDA
proportions still match the record 5.6x first notched in 2018. Although sample sizes
are inconclusive thus far, it appears debt usage has also continued to slide.
This is one of the clearer signs that PE firms have started to adapt to ensure portfolio
companies are not overloaded with debt, which it is hoped will shore up business
stability and survival rates. The rigors of the COVID-19 pandemic have further
demonstrated for companies the value of having more margin for error across
balance sheets rather than relying on inflexible debt structures.
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The look ahead

Going forward, it is likely that, even with current monetary policies that enable more
flexible access to credit, spreads and sheer economic risk will encourage using a
judicious blend of capital structures. Lenders in some cases can still be cautious
given the degree of uncertainty.
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Analysis

PE Dealmakers Speak on
Due Diligence
Of all the various stages of the private equity lifecycle, due diligence is
critical to ensuring good deals get done and bad deals are left behind.
And speed for both is crucial.
Both outcomes are considered a success, which is why so much time, resources, and
energy are invested in every stage of due diligence, from preliminary to final.
As expected, the importance of proper, detailed due diligence is not lost on PE
dealmakers – in a recent survey conducted by Datasite, 67% believe it is the most
important success factor in M&A.

A time-consuming task

However, 72% see due diligence as the most time-consuming stage of M&A. In fact, just
about an equal amount of PE dealmakers (71%) today assess that due diligence takes
on average 1-3 months, about a quarter assess it at 3-6 months.
Multiple factors can slow the due diligence process, but the two that do so the most
are: incomplete or inaccurate deal documents and information (29%); and inadequate
technology supporting the process (26%).
No doubt most PE dealmakers have been in a situation where the deal documents and
other information are not in order. And even situations where there is technology supporting
part of the process, whether some analytical software or the use of email and spreadsheets,
doesn’t quite deliver. In PE, buy-side teams are most often asked to use the sell-side VDR
which is rarely configured properly to support buy-side workflow and decision making.
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2020

Current State of PE
Digital Due Diligence
Prime for transformation

Information deficit

Diligence speed

Cyber security risk

51%

29%

71%

36%

of PE dealmakers say due diligence is
the area in M&A that could be enhanced
most by new technologies and
digitization.

of PE dealmakers say incomplete
or inaccurate deal documents and
information is the factor that slows
due diligence the most.

Source: Datasite, “The New State of M&A” survey, February-April 2020

of PE dealmakers say due diligence
takes on average 1-3 months on a
successful deal.

of PE dealmakers say data or cyber
security concerns is the most common
issue uncovered in due diligence that
causes the withdrawal from a deal.
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4% 2%

Improving the process

While there isn’t much technology can do to improve the completeness or
accuracy of information between seller and buyer(s), technology can improve
many other aspects of the due diligence process.

11%
38%
15%

Which of the following
would help accelerate
the due diligence
process the most?

So, which areas of due diligence do PE dealmakers believe technology could
help improve the most? Secure end-to-end process, data management and
communications (31%); analytics and reporting (26%); and running multiple
scenario analyses or financial modelling (17%).
And what would help accelerate due diligence the most? AI and machine
learning technologies. Most PE dealmakers (38%) said accessing a virtual data room
with AI and machine learning technologies would speed up due diligence the most,
followed by being able to harness AI and machine learning technologies to review
and analyze data (30%).
There may be some way to go before the widespread use and application of AI
and machine learning in due diligence, but PE dealmakers see a lot of potential
in it speeding up the process. This is partly why most PE professionals see a
compression in the average time due diligence takes in five years’ time; (61%)
expect it to take one month or less in 2025 compared to 3% today.

30%
Accessing a virtual data room with AI and
machine learning technologies
Standardization of documents and processes

Harnessing AI and machine learning
technologies (to review and analyze data)
A smaller more specialist due diligence team

A larger due diligence team

De-regulation in certain areas

Source: Datasite, “The New State of M&A” survey, February-April 2020
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Demands are changing

11%

However, it assumes that the demands of due diligence remain constant – and
there are signs that they are already changing.
For instance, while most PE dealmakers see data privacy regulation (i.e. EU’s General
Data Protection Regulation, the California Consumer Privacy Act) and environmental,
social and governance (ESG) issues as important considerations in M&A today, most
practitioners say they will be even more so in five years’ time.
In fact, 75% of PE dealmakers say they worked on M&A transactions that have not
progressed because of concerns about a target company’s ESG credentials. And
36% say the same of a target’s compliance with data privacy regulations.

11%

PE dealmakers also cite top reasons why they withdrew from deals; 37% withdrew
due to data or cyber security concerns, 24% due to financial weakness or fragility,
and 14% due to excessive valuation.
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Source: Datasite, “The New State of M&A” survey, February-April 2020
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Source: Datasite, “The New State of M&A” survey, February-April 2020
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2025

The Future of
Digital Due Diligence
Diligence accelerating

AI enabled VDRs

Advanced analytics

AI for info review
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of PE dealmakers believe due diligence
will take 1 month or less on a successful
deal in five years’ time.

of PE dealmakers say accessing a virtual
data room with AI/machine learning
technologies would help accelerate due
diligence the most.

Source: Datasite, “The New State of M&A” survey, February-April 2020

of PE dealmakers believe new
technologies should enable greater
analytical capability in the due diligence
process in five years’ time.

of PE dealmakers believe harnessing
AI/machine learning technologies to
review and analyze data would help
accelerate due diligence.
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Recommendations

Three ways to digitize PE dealmaking
Dealmaking

Fundraise

1

Source +
Acquire

Manage
Restructure
Portfolio

Tip the scales in your favor – perform
due diligence your way.
Buy-side deal teams rarely get to select the data
room used for target due diligence. Sellers or seller
advisors invite PE deal teams to a sell-side data
room. As a result, buy-side teams must waste
time re-aligning data room file structure with their
due diligence checklists and trackers. Evaluate
solutions that can support your workflow and
unique approach to due diligence.

2

Prepare
for Exit

Evaluate platforms that speed due diligence.
Include AI and team collaboration.
PE dealmakers expect due diligence to shrink
from 1-3 months to 1 month or less by 2025. To
speed due diligence: PE teams will put AI/machine
learning-capabilities to work in order to flush
out deal-breakers early such as cyber security
concerns (37%) and financial weakness/fragility
(24%). PE will implement team collaboration
tools for faster deal document reviews, and
integrated Q&A management to quicken the
pace of obtaining answers from the sell-side.

Deal
Marketing

3

Sell-side Due
Diligence/
Exits

Look to the future. Leading solutions stretch
across the PE lifecycle for higher ROI.
PE dealmakers expect new technologies to
enable greater analytical capability (70%),
enable greater security (21%) and simplify the
due diligence process (6%). Look to platforms
that have integrated analytics, high levels
of security protections and a track record of
supporting PE across the lifecycle by continuous
platform innovation. ROI success should be
measured, in part, by how you abandon
insecure, complex and unintegrated tools.
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Invest in your investments
So, now you’re all caught up. You’ve got a picture of what’s happening in
Private Equity around the world. And some insight into due diligence and
the future of dealmaking. What’s next? How about an investment? The
sort of investment that will help you:
Speed up due diligence
Share information seamlessly
Generate higher internal rates of return
With Datasite, you can do all of the above. It’s probably why the
top 20 global PE firms used Datasite last year. And why 78,000 PE
professionals chose to do the same. We’re much more than a VDR. From
fundraising to exits, we’re a great investment in great investments.
For more information on how Datasite enables success across the PE
lifecycle, visit us at Datasite.com.
#wheredealsaremade
Get in touch, visit www.datasite.com or contact: info@datasite.com | AMERS +1 888 311 4100 | EMEA +44 20 3031 6300 | APAC +852 3905 4800
©Datasite. All rights reserved. All trademarks are property of their respective owners. DS-1.114-01

